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Eastern Teachers news 
"Tell the Truth and Don.!t Be Alraidu 
EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE-CHARLESTON WEDNESDAY, F!EBRUARY 2'7, 1946 
layers Present "Hay Fever" Tomorrow, Friday Nights 
istrict Music Contest Saturday Brings 
00 High School Students to Campus 
. 
. 
ANNUAL District Music Con­
t, sponsored by the Illinois 
School Association, will be held 
the college campus under the 
al supervisi. n of Dr. Donald 
thschild, principal of the Col­
High school, on next Saturday, 
h 2. It is one of the 14 dis­
!)! contests to be held in the state 
Illinois. 
· 
This contes� is the first half of 
district meet, with only solos and 
iembles entered. The second half 
�l be held en April 6, when f9 
d! and 17 vocal choruses will 
p te here. 
Any student rece1vmg a first di-�· ·on. or superior, rating will be 
'ble to enter comoetition in the 
n al ccntest to ·b·e held at Pe-
a. Manual, May 3-4. 
The program for the day will be 
l!L1.u�.l d rrcuch like a huge seven­
DI)' circus, there being seven judges, 
for each of the seven classifi­
C!M-b� !'.5 .solos, woodwind solos, 
eal solos, piano solos, vocal en­
mbl • and two for the instru­
rnbJ ensembles. 
These different .sections have each 
m assigned a different part of 
� school in which to give their 
r!ormances-the Main Auditor­
in, the gymnasium, room 45 in the 
llS!c department, the first grade 
om of the Training school, the 
mb i-to11 Hall "cracker box", the 
mberton Hall parlors, and the 
1nce 13tudio. 
Host 
Dr. D. A. Rothschild 
sonville, Longview, Lovington, Mat­
tocn, Metcalf, Monticello, Neoga, 
Newman, Oakland, Oblong, Olney, 
Faris, Ridgefarm, Robinson, St. 
Francisville, St. Joseph, Scotland, 
Sullivan, Teutopolis, Tolono, Tus­
cola, Urbana, Villa Grove, Westville, 
and Windsor. 
OVER· 100. VETERANS 
EXPECTED i\JEXT TERM 
AT LEAST 120 mor-e veterans a,.e 
expected to enroll at Eastern next 
week as the Spring quarter gets un­
der way, ac-.::ording to Dean Hobart 
F. Heller and Dr. Rud0lph Anfin­
son, director of veterans services. 
Of this number, about 80 have 
satisfactory housing, although some 
cf .hem are forced to commute from 
M!l.ttoon. Housing for the remain­
ing 40 has not yet been solved, ac­
cording to Dr. Anfinson, and late 
Tuesday afternoon, he and P'reSi­
dent Robert G. Buzzard were still 
working on the problem. 
By the time the term starts, they 
are expected to have rea·ched sorr;e 
solution. Biggest problem is find­
ing apartments for married men, of 
which there are 53 in the expected 
new enrollment. Twenty-eight of 
th2se couples have already been sit­
U3. ed, leaving 25 yet to be handled. 
Meanwhi1e, Dean Heller announ­
ced that beginning sections of five 
bask freshmen courses will be add­
ed to the spring schedule. These 
"trailer" courses are Math 130, Chem 
130, Zoo 120, Eng 120 and Botany 
120. 
Staff members are adequate to 
handle all these extra courses ex­
cept !n Mathematics, where Miss 
Gertrude Hengrix, on leave follow­
ing her broken hip received in a 
horse training accident, is now well 
enough to return to the staff. 
Dean Heller revealed that the 
greatest number of these new men 
are exi::ected to enroll either in 
Ka-choo!!! 
Margaret T1tbias 
Men's PE, Industrial Arts, or pre­
engineering curricula. 
Commenting on the scholastic 
rating of the Gis now in school, 
Deah Heller closed by saying "Their 
average was better than that of the 
school as a whole!" Judges for the contest are Wal­
� Emch, Turner Nearing, Carl 
;n Buskirk, from Decatur, Dr. 
uen0£! Eberly, head of the Mu-
department at Indiana State 
liver i y, Joseph Gremelspacher, 
d Miss Ruth Hill, also of Indiana 
1te, and Dr. Rudolph Anfinson, of 
�·Eastern Music faculty. 
\pproximately 800 students will be 
Speech Choir Presents Program Sunday 
campus, coming from the forty­
o towns competing in the meet. 
\ tabulation shows an entrance of 
band ensembles, 168 solo band in­
uments, 41 piano soloists, 30 vocal 
iembleli, 102 vocal solos, and one 
•linist, Jean Paul Zenke, from 
ngview. 
:<'J·om T. C. High school 17 solo­
s, vocal and instrumental, have 
m entered, and a girls' sextette. 
!'he toW11s to be represented are 
�ola, Arthur, Atwood, Beecher 
.y, Bement, Bethany, Bridge­
:t, Cerro Gordo, Charleston T. 
Charleston High school, Chris­
.n. Findlay, Flat Rock, Flora, 
mmond, Hindsboro, Hume, Hut-
;overnor Releases 
1oney for Land 
>VERNOR DWIGHT H. Green 
ast week announced the release 
$60,300 to Eastern for acquisition 
land for the c'Jllege's post-war 
lding program. 
:'he proposed development includ­
·two buildings, an addition to 
� power plant and the develop­
nt of general athletic areas. A 
:ary will be constructed at a cost 
$615,646 and a laboratory train­
. school for elementary and high 
1001 students for $1,637,188. Tile 
t of development of building sites 
i the athletic areas is estimated 
$338,614, the a!:!di�ion to the 
ver plant $231,400 a.nd service ex­
iSions $112,&00. The funds, to­
ing $Z',99E,74.8, were included in 
: post-war public works budget 
;sed by th;i 64th General AS­
:ibly. 
:Jovernor Green printed out that 
Joard of experiem:ed and ffisin­
ested appraisers has already 
:n appointed to supervise the ac­
sition of land. 
;he new training school will per­
; the removal of high school 
sses from the main college build­
s and provide a more normal 
1001 atmcsohere for all students, 
m the nursery through bigh 
1001, according to Frank G. 
ompson, chairman of the state 
chers college board. He said it 
uld also give additional facilities 
student teaching. 
'onstruction work will be start­
as soon as possible after build­
: plans have been approved by 
� teachers college board. 
A MODERNISTIC program of ZOth 
century poetry, ranging from Amy 
Lowell's "Nightmare" to the more 
revolu,ionary and recent ·composi­
tions by other outstanding poets of 
our time, such as T. S. Eliot, John 
Crewe Ransome, Robinson Jeffers, 
and e. e. cummings, will be present­
ed by the Ve«se Choir, composed of 
.;;tudents from Dr. Marian Galla­
way's Choric Speech class, on Sun­
day, Ma:·ch 3, at 4:3:> p. m. in the 
Old Auditorium. 
The selections will be varied, con­
sisting in pa.rt of James Weldon 
Johns.n's "Creation", "Night" by T. 
S. Eliot, and Robinson Jeffers' "The 
H_ll0w Men." Archibald MacLeish, 
on-e of ,he universally recognized 
heralds of the uphearval of poetic 
standards and conventions, will alw 
be amply represented. 
Jacque Morford will also r-e-:::ite, 
with an original dance pattern, 
"The Sound of Breaking." Miss Mor­
ford, starred as ".E<eter" in "Peter 
and the Wolf" pres�nted as part of 
the W. A. A. dant;e recital last 
spring. 
The speech class has had its 
range and versatilicy of expression 
in�reased this year by the addition 
of five male voic-e3. Eleven girls 
comprise the rest of the choir. This 
recital represents the finished pro­
duct of intensive p;-eparation which 
has been going en since before 
Christmas. The public is invited 
to the performance. 
Phi Sigma Epsilon 
Holds Afternoon 
Recording Dance 
THE MEMBER� of Phi Sigma Ep-
silon fraternity were the sponsors 
of a tea dance last Wednesday aft­
ernoon frcm 4:00-5:30. The dance 
with r-ecordings furnishing the mu­
sic, was held in an effort to add 
mid-week entertainment for the 
students. The affair was well at­
tended and with this beginning may 
become a regular afternoon feature 
as it once was in pre-war days. 
Midway through the dance a short 
program was given by Roy Miller as 
master of ceremonies. Carolyn 
Shores gave a piano solo, "Har­
monica Player," followed by "Rifle 
Inspection", a cutting from the book 
See He1·e ,Private Hargrove given by 
Margueri.e Rhodes. 
Salome-
Jacque Morford 
Confirm Death of 
Lt. Schermesser 
FIRST LT. Arthur T. Schermesser 
of the U. S. Army Air Corps was 
recently confirmed as killed while 
piloting a C-47 transport plane in 
Inri a on May 25, 1944. Lt. Scher­
messer's plane crashed into a moun­
tain side near Doimara, India, as 
he and other members of the crew 
were transp:irting supplies over the 
Himalaya hump. The remains of 
�ighc men are reported to have 
been found a:1d were given burial 
at Tevpur. 
Lt. Scher:nesser, a graduate of the 
Coffeen, Illinois, high school, at­
tended Eastern during the year of 
1939-40, majoring in physics. 
With the notification of Lt. 13cher­
me.sser's death, the 44th gold star 
has be-en added to Eastern's service 
flag. 
News Staff, Like Paul Revere or l-leadless 
1-/orseman, Rides by Night, Saves the Day 
LAST WEEKS" photo feature in the News on Abraham :Lincoln and his 
local history almost resulted in disaster as far. as the editorial staff 
was concerned. It was a project the editor l:ad harbored lovingly for 
s:ime weeks. Time for the edition rolled around and Roberts and Dr. 
William Zeigel of the Public Relations department took their little camera 
and made the rounds of the Lin -
colniana spbts, getting the illustra­
tions. Jo Brannah meanwhile dug 
into musty tomes and interviewed 
all kinds of people for the story. 
Then en Monday afterncon before 
the paper was printed on Tuesday, 
a phone call from the engravers in 
Terre Haute, Ind., brought the sad 
news that their plant had burned 
down, and with it, the engravings 
for the next day's News! 
With sev-znteen pictures sched­
uled for the next day's paper, it be­
gan to appear that since they had 
just burned up, there would be sev­
eral very embarrassing white holes 
in the paper. A few long-distance 
calls produced an engr.aving com­
pany that would -come to the rescue 
of the News, promising cuts that 
would be ready by 7 p. m. Tues­
day. 
Since the News is usually all 
printed by that time, plans for pie-
tures on four of the pages were can­
r-elled, a deal was worked out with 
the printers at The Courier plant to 
hold four pages until 8:30 p. m. 
Tuesday, 1and then the needed 
prints were hastily turned out by 
Fred Ryan in his studio. 
These were s-caled up for engrav­
ing, and mailed Special Delivery to 
the rescuing engravers, also in Ter­
re Haute. 
Came Tuesday, and ye editor went 
t'J The Courier and made up the 
four pages on the first two press 
rum;. The other pages were also 
made up, with space being held 
with dummy blocks for the engrav­
ings still to come. 
T'i1en at 6:CG, Roberts and Dr. 
Kevin Guinagh, News adviser, hop­
r:ed in Guinagh's Ford and dashed 
for Terre Haute. Arriving at the 
plant at the stroke of 7:00, they 
Continued on Page Eight 
Reserved· Seats· to 
Be Limited to 300 
By Hal Hubbard 
NOEL COWARD'S Hay Fever will 
be in dress rehearsal tonight by 
the Eastern Players cast in prepara­
tion for the "curtain going up" at 
8:30 tomorrow evening, March 28. 
Miss Margaret Tobias, who leads 
the cast as "Judith", has stated she 
was "thrilled" by the role and the 
high comedy which runs throughout 
the play. Ja·cque Morford, who plays 
the ever frightened "Jackie", stated 
that production of the play had 
been, in her opinion, fun for every­
one. 
Much care has ·been taken for this 
p;·oduction. The set itself is elab­
orate, having a double arch upstage, 
with a hallway to the left and a 
staircase to the right. A bookcase 
is built into the wall, right, beside 
which is a fireplace. A spinnet 
piano, which is one of the necessary 
p�eces of property, has been obtain­
ed, and will be heard as well as seen 
during the performance. Another 
elaboration is Miss Tobias's second 
act gown, which has been specially 
created by Miss Eva Lou Price. 
Pfc. Leland Watson returned from 
Ft. Custer long enough to direct 
li;;hting, a job for which he has 
been responsible many times while a 
student here. 
The Front of the House is under 
the direction of Miss Betty Allen 
Gresham, who will have ten form­
ally gowned hostesses to seat guests. 
All seats will be reserved in advance 
for both the Thursday and Friday 
night performance, and the floor 
will be limited to three hundred 
seats each night. College students 
are urged to make their reservations 
for Thursday night where ever pos­
sible, in view of the fact that many 
of the seats for the Friday night 
performance have already been re­
served by students of the surround­
ing high schools upon special invi­
tation. 
In supporting roles to Miss Tobias 
are the veteran Kay Duff, who last 
starred in Players production of 
"Murder in a Nunnery," and Glen 
Hesler, fresh from his appearance in 
"The Far Off Hills." 
Three men just discharged from 
the armed forces also hold rolls in 
the cast. They are Jim Hawkins, 
Jack Muthersbaugh and Ralph 
Widener. 
Other rolls are taken by Rose­
mary Patchett, freshman from Mar­
tinsville, and Bertha Revis, junior 
president of Pem Hall. 
The play concerns an irresponsi­
ble Engli.sh family, all witl:J, minds 
of their own and guests of their 
own, all at the same time. 
What with guests and ideas getting 
all tangled up, a noisy time ·is had 
by all. Judith, the mother <Tobias), 
wants to return to the stage, and 
David the father <Hawkins), wants 
to finish his novel. Sorel (Patchett) 
<Continued on Page Elg,nti 
Dean Heller Announces 
Final Exam Schedule 
FINAL EXAMINATIONS for the 
winter quarter get under way next 
Wednesday, March 6 with all sec­
tions of Library 120 meeting in room 
9 right after chapel from 11 : 00 to 
11 :50. Wednesday afternoon all one 
o'clock classes and all classes with 
laboratory sessions are schedure::t 
from 1:00 to 2':40. From 3:00 !"; 
4:40 all. single period two o'cloc:� 
classes will meet. 
Thursday, March 7 from 8:00 t'> 
9:40 all eight o'clock classes and all 
classes with laboratory periods at 
eight and nine meet. From 10:00 to 
11 :40 all eleven o'clock classes and 
classes with laboratory periods at 
ten and eleven are scheduled. Thurs­
day afternoon from 1:00 to 2:40 all 
three o'clock cla&es and classes 
with laboratory hours at two and 
three meet and from 3:00 to 4:40 all 
single period ten o'clock classes a1-e 
scheduled. 
Examinations come to a close Fri­
day, March 8 with all nine o'clock 
classes and all classes with labora­
tory periods at nine and ten meeting 
at 8:00. 
Registration for the spring quar­
ter will be held on March 11 all­
day starting at eight o'clock. 
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WE SEE BY THE PAPERS 
MUCH HAS been said about the importance of extra-curricular 
· 
activities, but no one ever mentions the importance of keep­
-· 
iDg up on world affairs. Must ''"e be blind to the fact that the 
thi!}gs happening now all around us are of vifal importance to 
our-future? 'Ne have no alternative but to think just that­
when students spend hours soakipg up the doings of the ancient 
Romans, yet never get time to even glance at anything in a 
newspaper besides the funnies. 
TH� JAPAN�S�, AS I SAW TH�M 
Oh, we know that Congress has been muttering over some 
11ew law or strike, or was it something about world' peace? We 
know vVashington is on the map and we know they do a lot of 
bickering over issues before they finally reach a decision, but 
it's all very vague and not half so interesting as who the new 
blond on campus is or what she has that keeps the campus 
wolves gathered around. It's true. we have a perfect little 
world here evolving between classes and the Little Campus­
but let's face the fact, it can't last forever-we are on the verge 
of adulthood. 
We, young America, will have the responsibility of making 
decisions tomorrow. How are we preparing ourselves? By 
studying ancient Romans?. Hardly so. In our limited time­
table current events should have precedence over anything 
that has happened in the dim past. 
As Vincent Burns, the poet who spoke to us last Wednes­
day, so aptly stated-the school curriculum needs another study, 
"Living Together," and our textbooks for this class should be 
the current issues of the papers and news magazines. 
by Robert Warner 
ONE DAY in Japan I climbed 
a mountain, a small moun­
tain by our standards but one 
which was steep enough to re­
quire a chain to grasp in the 
11nal ascent. On top of the 
mcunt.ain, I found a tiny stone 
Buddha. a small Shinto shrine, 
and an old woman serving tea 
and stlling novelties. She ac­
cepted no payment for the tea 
so I bought a few post cards 
and a ;.!Lucky Leaf.'' The lat­
ter had been put through some 
process to remove all but the 
veins and stem and then dyed 
a lovely shade of lavender. 
Perched on the leaf was a real 
set of butterfly wings with a 
small paper, body between them. 
'l'i-.e whole was enclosed in a 
cellophane sack well covered 
with Japanese writing. When I 
showed it to a friend later, he 
said, "That is typical of every­
thing Japanese-delicate, gossa­
mtr, unusual, and useless.'' 
We used to think of the Jap­
anese as a quaint and curious 
people who wore beautiful ki-
Robert Warner 
their governmental authority, 
The infallibility of the emperol 
was shaken with the peace 
treaty, perhaps not so much by 
the defeat in itself as by the 
discovery that the American 
soldiers were not the ogres that 
they had been led to expec� 
MacArthur gradually destroyed 
their feudal economic and gov· 
erning policies until in Decem· 
ber, the emperor was forced t-0 
announce that he was not divine. 
One interesting reaction of the 
people was their transfer of de­
pendence from their own gov· 
ernment to the American ar� 
aud t o Gen. MacArthur person· 
ally. Not having been trained 
to think out their own prob· 
lems, they are . depending en· 
tirely on this new source of au· 
thority to tell them what to do, 
The pupils in the girls' school 
at Toyookomachi, for instance, 
went on strike because thes 
were not being taught the new 
American ways and the teachen 
asked how to conduct theil 
schools democratically. The at-
The Lounge, and How to Keep It 
vVHEN SOME of us came back to Eastern after three, four, or 
five years of absence, or if we came for the first time this 
year, we were happy to find that the student lounge had become 
a reality. We were very glad for a place to duck in between. 
classes and· grab a cigarette, a place where we could drink a� 
coke and shake off that historv lecture before we went into 
English or math. The lounge: however unimposing, has done 
a good job for all of us. 
monos, carried umbrellas, and 
always stood with Fujiyama in the background. 
More recently, we t:ave thought of them as cruel 
and malicious. We say they are sly, cunning, and 
suave and we are sure when they say anything that 
the direct opposite is true. Which of these views is 
correct? 
itude, however, has had its bad 
effects also. MacArthur has had 
to tell them repeatedly that their government is ex· 
pected to solve many of their internal problems and 
that America is not going to take care of them. 
Fortunately, they are an inquisitive people. IJ 
a G. I. stops, a crowd will immediately collect. They 
may ask if he has a car, what he thinks of Japan, 
when he is going home, if he has a picture of his 
wife or mother, and what sort of house he lives in. 
I have even been asked such $64 questions as "What 
is democracy? ·What do you think of Japanese his· 
tory? What is the difference between eastern and 
western civilization?" If that curiosity can be turned 
in the right direction, much good could result. 
It is regrettable now that this has become a subject for 
friction between the students and the administration, a friction 
which we regret seems largely our fault. Any honest person 
will admit the lounge is a mess late in the afternoon. 
The answer is rather difficult when men who 
have lived with them for many years write books 
differing widely :n the character analysis of these 
people. Yet, psychology teaches us that human 
nature is much the same everywhere and has been 
much the same through the ages. Our basic natures 
all contain a good deal of sadism (such as . �x­pressed in war atrocities) as well as those qualities 
which we call good. Our characters as adults depend 
much on the habits, traditi-0ns, and customs which 
we have absorbeci from the cradle on up. The first 
view of the Japanese is certainly tinged with a good 
deal of romantic glamor but it is as true as the sec­
ond and perhaps more so. 
The problem of this generation of Japanese Is 
to develop as rapidly in social thinking as the past 
generation developed in the technics of science. The 
first necessity is a firm economic basis, for without 
food, clothing, and shelter people are not concerned 
with other problems. That statement is simpler on 
paper than in reality for the typical Japanese faro· 
ily still contains eight to ten children and the pop· 
ulation pressure on their tiny island is growing con· 
stantly. If, however, that problem can be solved, I 
believe that the Japs have a chance. It is not a 
simple task and a people who do not know the 
meaning of the word "vote" cannot be taught to be 
citizens of a democracy overnight. Many are still 
climbing the mountain to pray to their ancestors 
and buy a lucky leaf. 
. Yet the reasons and the remedies for the problem are 
ridiculously simple_ The criticism seems to revolve almost 
.. "vholly around the failure to put empty coke bottles and second­
.band· cigarettes in their proper places. The remedy consists of 
doing just that. 
. These discrepancies are a personal reflection on us as col­
lege students. What the lounge needs from us is not so much 
.cooperation as a little common courtesy. To be sure we need 
.a larger. lounge, but let's first show we can take care of this one. 
Stix Fulligan Rises ff? Remark 
THE BENEFITS of having a class 
in .. the "west wing of the main 
bUilding are too numerous to men­
tion, but we'll bet there are darn 
few other people who can sit there 
and listen to· Drs. ·Wood on Soc!ol-.. ogy, Seymour on American History, 
Coleman on Government and Wid­
ger on The Histcry of the English 
Language; all at one and the same 
time. The wonders of open tran­
soms are· marvelous. 
What we'd really like though, is 
a selective tuner. 
Just when we had become resign­
e dto our fate, our old chum, Mary 
Eeeeeeeee Grossman, walked in the 
door Sunday, and restored our faith 
in human nature. We also learned 
that Robinson's mighty Maroons 
will definitely be in the State this 
year. That did it ... 
At the time of tha war the Japs had become a 
curious mixture 6f the old and the new. Socia.Uy and intellectually these people belonged to the mid­
dle ages but they rode the electric trains, installed 
e. tiny elEctric bulb in their paper houses, and as­
sembled model airplanes. Were they suave? Cer­
tainly. It is not polite for a Jap to disagree. "!"ere 
they sly and cunning? Certainly not the ordmary 
Jap. He did only what he wa� told. Tak�g. orders from higher authority was a big part of his life and 
he was not trained to think enough to be sly and 
cunnin!!. Yet, tl:e government had been crafty to 
the nth degree. Building upon the foundation of 
their early religil.l:1 and customs, it had taught the 
people from the earliest that the emperor was an 
omuipotent authority bc;th divine and temporal and 
ttat their purpose in life was to serve the State ab­
solutely and without question. The performance of 
the kamikaze was merely a consummation of that 
life purpose. 
But tocay things are different in Japan. Gen. 
frel MacArthur has worked by degrees in under­
mining the unheaithy and unthinkable respect for 
We must teach them that their luck will depend 
much on their ability to develop a people's govern· 
ment that can lead them from their feudal state to 
a modern liberal democracy. In their way of life 
they have something to contribute to the world that 
is graceful and charming. I do not wish to imply 
that we should fo:get our recent bitter experiences 
but we must do our best to give them a chance to 
develop as a peaceful and productive people. 
STIX FULLIGAN. 
61 JOES START PACIFIC INFLATION • • • 
. b:v Frank Day 
' ·SEVERAL of the veterans in school have talked with 
the writer about visiting the French colony of New 
Caledonia, or of having been stationed there. While 
the enemy held New Guinea, the Solomons, and nearly 
all the surrounding islands, this was the advance base 
for all operations in the Southwest Pacific Theater. 
Incidentally, our landing there came very near being 
the familiar story of "too late with too little." The task 
force which occupied New Caledonia, designated as 
'l'io. 6814, was mobilized at Brooklyn a month after Pearl 
Harbor. The writer was one of the ten thousand, fully 
equipped (except for fire-arms), and fully trained (ex­
cept for landing operations). In Australia, where the 
task force was staged, we were issued rusty Enfield 
rifles, calibre .303. Nou.ema, the capital of New Cale­
wonia, was occupied "without incident." But a Jap­
anese convoy turned back from the mouth of the har­
bor only five days later when it encountered fire from 
one of our small Naval escorts. We had then no planes 
or ships for pursuit. 
New Caledonia is surrounded by coral reefs and 
is unapproachable from the sea except at points 
opposite the ma.uth15 of its two fresh water 
streams, and through ihe narrow entrance to 
Noumea Harbor. 
The sea, land and air forces immediately began to de­
,: velop the island as a base. There was sufficie_
nt sp�ce, 
r as New Caledonia is 300 miles long and 50 miles wide. 
The harbor at Noumea would have sheltered our entire 
pre-war navy. The capital at the time of occupation 
was a city of about the same size as Charleston. Popu­
lation was the sole similarity. Naumea was a sort of 
resort city for the play-boys (and play-gi:rls) of the 
French East Indies, and had a cheap, pseudo-Parisian 
atmosphere. 
Most of the service men fotm1d' the confusion of 
races a source of surprise and amusement. The 
population induded an amazing va.riety of Eu­
ropeans, Javanese, l\lela.nese, Japanese, Chinese 
and Paouan. Mixtures of these races produced 
many peculiar looking individuals. The Mel­
anese ooice populated the island and nmnbered 
about 100,000. In 1S60 the !French established 
a penal colony, and attempted f;o exploit the 
whole island. Jn a series of unsuccessful re­
volts, the poorly armed natives were slaugh­
tered. The Melanese now number about 15,000 
and live in scattered villages. To work the 
mines and plantations, the French had a mod­
em� system [tf indentured labor. They Im-
parted into New Caledonia thousands of Jav­
anese, Chinese and Papuans. The Japanese 
were e·ncouraged to immigrate and traide, and 
thty controlled three-fourths of the colony's 
retail trade at the time of the American occu­
patian. 
New Caled:mia's economic importance depends on its 
abundant deposits of nickel and chrome, both of which 
are rich and accessible. The colony was, and presum­
ably still is, controlled by the International Nickel .So­
ciety, which has stockholders all over the world, and 
before the war included among its directors, of­
ficers of the important Japanese and German indus­
tries, Mitsubishi and Krupp. 
With the arrival of American troD!JS and sail­
ors came S•Udden m1metary inflation which upset 
the colony. But for the simple economic status 
of New Caledcnia, there would have been chaos. 
At the legal excihange rate, 41 francs to 1me dol­
lar, the average wage earner received about six 
cents a day. Most articles of necessity were 
priced proportionately. A soldier paid a woma.n 
20 francs for laiunderin.g three unifornns, and 
later was tolod by a mine owner that he could 
have bought the woman for less than that. That 
partkular laundress waa reported to have 
boug•t·t the adjoining coffee plantation from a 
siI1(l1e week's earnings. The cost of one meal 
at the Cafe de Metro!lole or Le Grand Hotel 
rlu Pacifil!ue in Noumea would have vaid a 
week's betel b'll the 9revious month. Even so 
the prizes still seemed reasonable to soldiers 
and sailors accustomed to crowdoo villages near 
their training cam9s. 
When the price of vine rouge ordinaire. :however, rose 
from two sous to two francs, to fifteen, then to 35 
francs, control was imperative. Generals and Colonels 
drove rapidly about Noumea in shining staff cars. TI1e 
Admiral came ashore. They conferred with the French 
governor. Together the military and civil officers vis­
ited tte resident director of the International Nickel 
Society. A general moratorium was proclaimed. Mort­
gages ori real property could. not be paid. Land and 
buildings could not be sold. American soldiers were 
given only one-third of their monthly pay. At that 
time the overseas pay of a private was $36 a month. 
All of these expedients were later declared illegal but 
at the moment they prevented catastrophe. Such vast 
amounts of supplies mysteriously found their way into 
civilian hands that the New Caledonians lived in com­
parative luxury at the time of our departure. 
Deal From the Top, Jack 
IN THIS CORNER • • • 
Underclassmen traditionally laugh 
at seniors who acquire wild and 
painful expressions in the course of 
typing up credentials for the place­
ment bureau, but that never makes 
the senior>s peev.ed. Deep down 
inside them they know that there l.s 
poetic justice, for someday those 
underclassmen will be seniors them­
selves, and then the shoe will be on 
the foot it fits. 
The Song of the Shirt 
(To the tune of The Man on The 
Flying Trapeze) 
Oh, once I was happy, but now I'm 
forlorn, 
The shirt that I wear is all tattered 
and torn; 
I've worn it already since last Sun­
day Morn, 
For no shirts can you buy today. 
The collar is wilted and can't s� 
more, 
The sleeves are too little, too lafA 
I told the clerk clearly I wanted 
34, 
He gave me a size twenty-eightl 
You can't buy Arrows, You can't 
Manhattans, 
You can't buy broadcloth, and 
can't buy satins; 
You can only buy one size: too 
or too small, 
Thanks to the O. F. A. 
Headlines From Our Sister Coller 
SINU: •;student Council Resi 
in Body.'' 
STATE NORMAL: "Old :M 
Condemned, No Classes Except 
First Floor." 
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tanding Room Only 
NewJ camera produces shot depicting the 1urgent need for larger lounge 
facilities. Present increased enrollment and prospects for more next week 
111a.ke the attainment of a new lounge one of the big problems now facing 
the sc·h'OOl. 
The Sage of the Atomic Age 
Reply to the Delta Sig Want Ad: 
You may all come live with me, 
And I'll give you rent free, 
But I must have nylons. 
You can sleep where-ere you like, 
You can even ride my bike, 
But I must have nylons! 
Of course, Mrs. Roosevelt says she 
likes the feel of , silk better than 
the feel of nylon; so if the gals in­
sist on being cheap about this mat­
ter they can just go to H--P--. 
Or, if the Phi Sigs were gentle­
men, they would move the bath tub 
back into the big white house, and 
let the girls return to their old quar­
ters. 
If the Russians told us what they 
really want, would we sleep better? 
It would seem that the British 
hold onto their Empire not because 
they are Tories, Liberals or Social­
ists, but just because they are Brit­
ish. 
Rumor has it that they have 
posted a No Fraternization order on 
the second floor of P'em Hall. 
The Pause That Refreshes 
Day after day, we put a nickle 
hopefully into the coke ma.chine. 
The nickel goes "plunk". 
Someday we shall put a nickel into 
that machine and the machine will 
go "rllinble, bumble, boom" as it dis­
gorges a bottle of coke. And we'll 
go ''plunk" on the floor. 
Life could ·be dull at Eastern. 
Have you made any gossip this 
week? 
THE SAGE. 
Grin and Bear It 
TIUS WE found in the classified · 
columns of The Courier: 
While we are unable to promise 
rewards of nylon · hose or other 
hard to get items which have been 
featured in housing ads in met­
ropolitan papers recently, the 
Delta Sigma Epsilon sorority of 
the College is· desirous of contact­
ing a party interested in renting all 
Cir part of a house to eight co-eds. 
Financial r,eturn usually attr.actlve. 
Call 1:1'86 or write Miss Jeanne 
Lower, 509 Lincoln avenue. 
Greeting. 
Cards 
for all 
Occasions 
KING BROS. 
Refreshment 
• coming up 
BOTTI.ED UNDER AUTHORllY OF THE COCA-COLA CO,l;\PANY BY 
MATflXJ.N COCA-COLA BOTILING CO. 
A Tisket, A T asket, 
I Lost. My Basket 
By Jeanne Bidle 
HAVE YOU lost a white fuzzy mit-
ten lately? Or a pair of black 
wool so::ks? Perhaps you've mis­
placed that shirt you wore to last 
night's game? 
If you have, and want it back, 
just call at the Registrar's office 
where anything from socks to 
shirts is turned in every day. 
Much of this lost material con­
sists of wearing apparel, and since 
a gr,eat supply had remained un­
claimed, most of it was recently con­
tributed to the Clothing drive. But 
enough remains that if you have 
lost anything lately, you may go 
searching with a reasonable assur­
ance of find�ng it in Miss Thomas' 
office. 
·-
One drawer alone is filled to over­
flowing with misplaced pens, pen­
cils, keys, and several pairs of 
glasses. Beneath this drawer are 
two boxes stuffed ·with all sizes, 
shapes and colors of gloves, mittens, 
wool s-carfs and head scarfs. In 
the closet nearby hangs a white 
raincoat with a red collar, .a man's 
leather jacket, and on the floor rest 
green, blue, black, brown and plaid 
umbrellas. 
"We did have a shirt hanging in 
there," sigher Miss Thomas, "but 
after it had been there a couple of 
years, we turned it in to the cloth­
in5 jrive last week." 
"And then,' she went on, "just the 
other day, three Victrola records 
were turned in. It seems people can 
lose anything." 
For some time the office has had 
a black leather purse, with no iden-
IN CHARLESTON 
IT'S 
KEITH'S 
BREAD1 
KEITH'S 
RETAIL 
BAKERY 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
PHONE 4H 
Page Three 
Over 100 Couples Dance at 
Pem Hall's Washington Ball 
PEMBERTON HALL opened its 
parlors to approximately 200 
guests at the traditional Washing­
ton Ball, Saturday evening, Febru­
ary 16, from 9 o'clock until 12 
o'clock. 
Guests were greeted at the door 
by Nancy Clapp and Myra Stipp 
dressed in Martha Washington cos­
tumes, and were presented to the re­
ception line consisting of Miss Ber­
tha Revis, Mrs. Alice Cotter, Miss 
Elizabeth Buell, Miss Carolyn 
Shores, Miss Norma Jean Garrett, 
and Miss Beverly Christy, and Mr. 
Ai-Jen Rennels, Mr. Allen Corbin. 
Mr. Francis Bailey, and Mr. Jack 
El.1bank. 
The decorations, by Wilma Schah­
rer and her committee, Clotilde 
Harwood, Wilma Guthrie, Nancy 
Clapp, and Sally Watt, were of green 
and white crepe paper streamers 
and clus,ers of pink cherry blos­
soms. 
Music throughout the evening was 
furnished by an 11-piece orchestra, 
the Rythmaries, from Robinson. 
The refreshment committee, head­
ed by Irma Alice Hoult, served 
punch and cookies. 
tiflcatlon, but quite a bit of money 
in it. It was advertised in the News, 
but no one claimed it. Feeling that 
the purse may belong to a towns­
person, Miss Thomas plans to ad­
vertise it in The Couriar. 
C LIVE D IC K  
PLUMBING AND llBATING 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
TELEPHONE 295 
Chaperons were Dr. and Mrs. Ho­
bart F. Heller, Dr. and Mrs. Kevin 
Guinagh, Dr. and Mrs. William Zei­
gel, and Dr. and Mrs. Rudolph An­
finson. 
Administration Heads 
Attend Convention 
?RESIDENT ROBERT G. Buzzard, 
Dean Hobart F. Heller and Dr. H. 
L. Metter, . returned late Monday 
afternoon from a convention of -the 
American Association . of Teachers 
Colleges. held from Thursday to 
Sunday in Cleveland. 
LEE'S 
Fashion Shop 
West Side Square 
The home of 
Mil-Jay Frocks 
Loretta Originals 
Laura Lee 
Betty Lane 
Jo-Jayne 
and Jerri-Jes 
Koret ol California 
Sportswear 
Logan's Hardware 
Wilson and Goldsmith Tennis Rackets and Balls 
Golf Balls, Baseball Gloves, Balls 
Many Other Items in Sporting Goods 
Logan's Hardware 
PHONE 444 North Side Square. 
Children love the 
creamy richness of this milk 
Children love the creamy-smooth delicious flavor of 
Meadow Gold Homogenized Milk. There's cream in every 
sip. Try its better flavor, health-giving goodness today. 
Meadow Gold 
HOMOGENIZED MILK 
BEATRICE-MEADOW GOLD 
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One J../ousing Problem Solved February, 1 946 
Spirit of Eastern 
v�. Spirit of U. S. 
(An Editorial) 
FOR THE past six months, peop:e 
have been wonc ering what has 
r appened to the famed Spirit of 
Eastern. Indifference and lack of 
cooperation have been rampant. 
There have been mumblings about 
lack of entertainment, yEt no one 
wanted t:i dD anything about get­
ting more entertainment. 
Good friends have taken to 
snarling at each other. Classwo�k 
has turned into drudgery. 
Yes, Sct ool spirit has vanished. 
But more than that, American 
r:.pirit has vanished. A look at the 
broader picture shows the nation 
t,o be in much the same situation 
as Eastern. 
8!,gma Tau Gamm«. solved its housing pl'oblem when President Andy Sul­
livan announced that the frat would assume occu:.ancy of this ho1use at 
the corner of Sevent'h and Lincoln directly acr'llss from the cam!)us, on June 
1. The house was recently purchased by Walt Warmot't.•, proprietor of the 
Little Campus an:l a member of the fraternity. 1Extensive remodeling is 
planned to fit the house to accommodat e at least 25 fellows, according ta 
Wal'!!!!oth. 
-
A first glance shows that all the 
sacred promises we made to our­
selves as a nation about peace and 
demobilization during the darkest 
days of the war have been forgot-
ten. Ttce making of the peace has 
turned into the same situation that 
it was in before Versailles. .The 
only thought now predominant in 
American minds is "when is Joe 
gonna get home?" Shores Relates Ta le of Delta 
Sig Journey to Western 
A second glance shows a nation 
swept by strikes as labor and man­
agement battle over "take home 
pay." 
By <'.arolyn Shores 
NINE DEJLTA Sigs "hit the road" 
last Friday, February 22, for 
Western State Teacher's College at 
Macomb, for the purpose of install­
ing the Alpha Sigma chapter of 
Delta Sigma Epsilon. 
Upon arriving at Macomb, they 
hopped into the station wagon which 
awaited them, and were whisked 
away to the sorority house. 
After a dinner served by candle­
light, the gals - forever basketball 
fans - powdered their noses and 
hurried to the gym to see Macomb 
plaster Normal 55-45. As the eve­
ning was still- young and a dance in 
honor of G. Washington was going 
on in the Women's Gym, they 
proceeded to trip the 'light fantastic 
and wear out a little more of their 
shoe leather. 
Home again .by 12, but home did 
not mean bed�and, regardless of 
the fact that there was work to be 
done on the morrow, - talk flew 
thick and fast. Eventually, how­
ever, even the hardiest of the lot hi't 
the sack and the D. S. E. house was 
asleep. 
Early the next morning, certain 
of the Easternites who had not 
come prepared for winter weather, 
groaned long and loud when they 
were informed that it was snowing. 
Nothing daunted, as the poets say, 
they ventured forth for ,the work 
of the day, that of initiating the 
31 new members. 
ReJuvena�ed by lunch (and ex­
cuse -Us _ for bragging, but how long 
has it been since you had straw­
berry shortcake ? )  the Alapha Nus 
from Charleston and the two Alpha 
Delts from Carbondale were ready 
for work again. 
The afternoon vanished and the 
street lights blossomed forth. and 
with them all the Delta Sigs, old 
and new, on their way to the ·formaI 
banquet. Spring flowers. Easter 
Bonnet favors, introductions and 
speeches by Marna Johnson the 
p•esident of the Macomb D. S. E.'s, 
Miss Gladys Vawter, their sponsor, 
the Dean of Women of the college, 
and the Alpha Nu president. �tty 
Allen Gresham, mingled to bring an 
end to a busy and successful week­
end. 
Later, ovel'. cokes and chips, songs 
Welcome Zo1 1eg:=™"'"'l 
Students to . I SNAPPY INN SERVICE 
6th and Jackson St. 
THE HOME OF THE 
1 Oc Hamburgers 
"BUY 'EM . BY THE SACK" 
You1l like 'em the 
way we fry 'em. 
Open 6 :00 A. M. to 12 :00 A. M. 
and ideas were exchanged, and be­
fore too many minutes had ticked 
away, the Delta's, thoroughly done 
in, trooped away to bed. 
Sunday morning, Betty Allen 
Gresham, L.eona Went.e, E'ileen 
Schutte, Bettie Keck, Joan Coon, El­
eanor Soltwisch, Betty Elliott, Caro­
lyn Shores, and Miss Elizabeth 
Michael, sponsor, said their good­
byes and good wishes, and wended 
their ways Eas Gward to Eastern. 
A third glance shows something 
more astounding, however, since the 
first two are the result of human 
nature that will never change. 
During the embargo on production 
of civilian goods during the war, 
protests were raised that if they 
were cut off entirely, our civilian 
economy might break down. These 
fears were drowned out by prom­
ises of the golden years of boom 
that would follow the war when 
several million cars, refrigerators, 
toasters, iron, washing machines 
and bicycles were replaced. 
Boosters, Faculty Men to Meet 
COACH PIM Goff has planned an 
event to take the minds of fac­
ulty men off the rigors of examin­
atkms next Wednesday night when 
faculty rr,en will meet with the 
Char1eston Boosters Club for an 
evening of Volleyhall in the Health 
Ed. gym. 
Followin5 the games, the group 
will meet with the basketball team 
for a hamburger fry in the kitchen 
of the building. 
C,Jach Goff has plaiced a sheet 
on the bulletin board in the faculty 
post office where interested faculty 
men may sign up to participate in 
the evening's entertainment. At 
least 18 men are needed, according 
to Pim, to make the evening suc­
ce:sful. 
' 'C I K. ' '  D aro e 1ng resses 
For Co-Eds 
From $6.98 U!l 
F<'!mmi:. d ·f!sscs for col!ege girls made in styles that you 1;_1 will like. Tl. h woncer:ful line is on display at our store. 
Just a few a:.-riving each week. Come in and see these new 
ones just received this week. Junior sizes 11 to 17 only. 
� ALEXANDER'S �! ,, 
1· 
�- ���=·�-======�====-................................................. . 
! For 
i! 
�; the 
Best 
• 
in 
Dry 
Cleaning 
Charleston Cleaners 
BYRO N B.  M I LLER 
61 0 Sixth Street Telephone 404 
W O M E N ' S 
by Joyce Grinstead 
"WHAT DO you like best about the 
Women's Physical Educaiion de­
part!Ilent ?" Thi3 was the question 
L ked kn gi:ls at E. I. Here are 
tiu;ir an�wers : 
: � :1 .L;;:,n -,,.,-a::-ren: I like the float 
�:criods. 
- .. en Ra<rinz·i;on: That would call 
S H O R 7 
for a bit of concentrated t: 
on my part. I'm t-hinking 
ii. 
EileLn Schutte : Basketball ai 
trip tJ DeKalb. (What if al 
..:lay.s were like that one ? )  
E:t'.:line l\olreker: The student 
er in the volleyball and b�s 
class2s. 
Tb:m the war ended in August, 
l �H5 Factory reconversion already 
r ad a good start, and America got 
r2ad:v for th8 return to the "Good 
Old Days." 
D orothy Staffaruni : I like tr 
the depar.ment is managed 
1,i":<by Harrington : The WAA 
-clubs, especially voHeyball. 
Tvcl.ay_ those "Good Old Days" 
are still, somehow, just around the 
corner. And our civilian economy 
is closer to brer.king down than it 
e ;er was during the war. 
Tcday, t :: roughout the length and 
breadGh of America, it is next to 
impossible to buy a house, a sink, 
a piece of furniture, a car, a toaster 
er a washing machine. You can't 
even buy a board. 
Another example is clothing. 
E.'even million men coming home 
needing new suits and shirts and 
shoes. If they find them by a year 
from now, they are going to be 
lucky. 1 
Yesterday, the Newsi learned 
frcm an authoritative source in the 
OPA in Washington that the woolen 
mills of the country are not even 
planning on manufacturing suffi­
cient material for overcoats for 
NEXT winter. When it was an 
Army that needed clothing - at 
'cost plus' figures-then the prob­
lems �ere quickly solved. Now, 
there 1s not as much profit in sight 
for the manufacturers, so no ef­
fort is being made to make the sup­
ply equal the demand. 
At the start of the war, heaven 
and earth was moved to build in 
three months, camps capable of 
housing 30,000 recruits. Those 
camps were always situated in a 
swamp somewhere. Now it seems 
impossible to get additional hous­
ing for 100 veterans at our school. 
With this sort of inefficiency rife 
throughout our government, is it 
any wonder that the Spirit of East­
ern is down at the heels? 
J U ST- R I TE 
Waterproof Drawing 
Ink 
All Colors 
BOBHILL'S 
Lei!na Winte: Social dancing, 
t;'le right kind. 
Je.:rnne Keipu : The First Ail 
because I learn so man: 
things. 
l\'fa:•;Iy Bagby : I like volleybi 
no t that dancing cla.ss. CM 
the rhythm analysis cla.51! 
s:;:eaking cf.) 
netty Canni�hael: The eight 
P. E. class,es and es�ecially : 
ing Lhe bulletin board i11 
1 -ckerroom every week. 
she be serious?) 
Heh n Harrinzton : I'm still 
ing !  CHuh ! ! ? J 
SPRING IS JUST 
Around the Corni 
You'll want a new Sui' 
Coat from such well-kn 
Ulanufacturers as 
BETTY ROSE 
WHITELY 
JOSSELLI 
JUNI OR VOGUE 
LOU SCHNEIDE 
or a New Dress by 
DOR SA 
DORIS DODSON 
MINX. MODES 
JUN IOR DEB 
N ELLY DON 
SACSON, Etc. 
and All Accessories 
See them at 
DRESS-WEL 
SHOP 
MELLE CALLOW A� 
Proprietor 
PR O F E S S I O N A L  CA R D �  
DR. WARREN c. H UCK.LEBE!R.RY I 
OPTOMETRIST 1 
Eyes Examined - Glasses Fitted 
Lenses Duplicated 
HUCKLEBERRY BLDG. 
Phones: Off. 808, Res. 1808 
DR. W. B. TYM 
DENTIST 
Charleston National Bank Bl 
Phones : Office 476 ; Residence 
---- - --- --- - -· -----------
CLINTON D. SWICKARD I S. B- M. D. 
Hours by Appointment I 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON I 
604 % Sixth St. \ Phones : Office, 30; Residence, 770 , 
G. B. DUDIJEY, M. D. 
Office Hours, 1 :00 to 6:00 
511 ¥.. Jackso:r. Street 
� ................ .,.1,,.... ............................................... . 
Hanft' s Jewelry 
for 
GIFTS THAT LAST 
Our stock of watches, ri ngs, jewelry, compact 
Eversharp pen and penci l sets, charm bracelet 
ea rrings, spray pins and necklaces is complel 
and modern. 
Prom.of Service at Reasonable Prices 
on All Repair Work 
Hanft' s Jewelry 
Char leston, 1 1 1 . Phone 25 
Tape and Methiolate 
ARO U N D  TH E LOCKER ROOM • • • 
THE ROOM stands empty and 
quiet. 0Ut.3ide it is already dark 
. . .  and most citizens are at hoir..e 
partaking of their supper. As the 
tom· of 6 : 30 rolls around, a dozen 
or fif .een fellows drift in, followed 
�y C aches Goff and Darling and 
the managers and trainer. 
It is a game night at Eastern and 
the final prepara tions . . . unseen 
and as a rule, und:reamed of by the 
crowd . . . are being made. In an 
11 ur these fellow.s-th� team-w .. 11 
be on the .gym floor, t3.ut a . .i 
£.training at the leash . . .  but n. w 
thing:; are quiec and subdued. 
These ·ea!ly arrivals are occasio 1-
ed by the things few peopl-3 thL:k 
J..:{,ut a:; the te:lm trots onto the 
f'.cor at g3.me time. Now the labor­
;cu.;: :; re cess t f taping ankles a�:d 
wrists, wrap:iing knees and rubbing 
U: e kinks out of tightened muscles ' 
is t·egun. 
Ernie Griess and Lyle Goleman, 
Lhe managers, move through tl::e 
tiers of lockers, passing out suits, 
shces, sox, supporters and jackets. 
o·ne by one, the "cripples" get their 
tapc,d armor. Hudson's knee is set 
�o gJ . . . Wagner's too. Lowell 
Clark, who doubles in bra.ss as both 
;,u3.1·d and trainer, fixes his own an­
kles , while Goff applies yards of 
tai:e to lanky Jack Miller's ankles. 
Upstairs the crowd is collecting, 
buzzing in anticipa.ion of the game 
to come. The band blares . . . r.he 
cheerleaders work the crowd into a 
frenzy, the air warms. 
B;:l w . . .  behind the door mark­
ed 'Varsity D�essing Roo:n', the 
noise fails to penetrate. The silence 
is broken only by an occasional 
wisecrack by Dick Lehr . . .  or Andy 
Sullivan's exploding laughter . . . 
which dwindles into nothing under 
the muting effect of the tenseness. 
P.·efo!e his broken hand benched 
him for a month of the sea­
s n, Sullivan was traditionally en­
cased in far more tape than any 
T!'?,iner Lowell Clark, No, 5, wi!;;o also is a guard on the Ea.stem hardWDod 
1-ea m. is here seated on a rubbing· table in the treatment room, along with 
i uard Neal Hudscn, getting ready for a ga.me. Notice amomtt of ta.pe 
needed by players. 
other Eastern athlete ever wore . . . 
past or present. In fact there were 
occasions when he needed a head 
start on the rest of the team in or­
der to be dressed in time. 
Odors of me uhiolate and antisep­
tic fill the air, punctuated by the 
pungent .!'mell that clings to all lock� 
er rooms. It is a traditional smell 
that all the soap and disinfectant of 
a corps of j anitors is Wlable to re­
move . . . a smell thac adds to the 
very drama of the occasion. 
Now fully dressed, their jackets 
buttoned around their necks, the 
team listens to last minute ir.struc­
tisns from Goff, gathers up practice 
balls, and troops out the i.Wlnel, up 
and into the blinding glare of the 
gym lights. 
Gone now is the protective quiet, 
the methiolate odor, and the cold­
ness of the locker room. In their 
place is the rumble of the crowd, 
the militant strains of the band, the 
thud and swish of the balls, and the 
monotone of the loudspeaker an-
noWlcing the lineups. . 
A shrill whistle cuts the air and 
the buzz builds to a roaring cres­
cendo that echoes even . . . Around 
the Locker Room. 
astern Cagers . Gai n  Revenge, N udge 
:oncordia Preachers of St. Lou is, 40-38 
M ILLER, SULLIVAN BRO THERS LEAD 
PANTHERS TO ss-so WIN O VER J. M. U. 
HE EASTERN P'anthers nosed out 
a high-flying, nifty pa.ssing outfit 
m Concordia College of St. Louis 
1 a 40-38 score on the local court 
riday, February 15. 
The Goffmen thus gained revenge 
a 56-43 :i:;as.ing hung on them 
· the Lutherans when they met in 
1. Louis early in the season. Since 
1at time. Concordia ha.s . bested 
any of the top teams in the mid­
�st, including St. Louis' Washing­
n University Bears, coached by 
ay Blake, fcrmer TC Jilgh coach. 
Off to a flying start, the Pan-
1ers P.eld an 8-2 lead after three 
inutes of play, with Jim Sullivan 
1rnering seven of the Eastern to-
1. Midway in the half, Johnny 
�wis and Jack Miller had rung 
ie bell for eight more and East­
n led by a 16-8 count. 
In the suoceedlng ten minutes, 
m gathered seven more and then 
eal "Cutter" Hudson arched a 
ng looper .that sliced through aft-
the horn went off to give the 
cals a 28-23 halftime margin. 
Miller and Lewis then collal:)orat-
1 in the second stanza for seven 
,ore and a 35-25 Eastern. reading 
ith seven mtnutes gone. Tbe vis1-
•Tli then spurted on buckets by 
oenig and Oswald to tie things UP 
; 35-all with the clock showing six 
1nutes yet to play, 
A minute later Koenig split the 
:11peries with another fielder and 
te St. Louisans held their only lead 
' the game, a 37-35 affair, Andy 
ullivan, who played a whale or a 
cOl' game bu� COUldn't hit the Size 
' his hat that night, then pic\{ed 
9 his only point for the evening, a 
:ee one, and when Johnny Lewis 
it on a fast break, Eastern was In 
·ont, 38-37, 
j\n(ty then stalled for three min­
:es until Max StE�s . gambl.ed on a 
1!lg shot th:it hit for a t)1Tee p:>int 
:i.stern mn�;in with fi() &econds left. 
-:mge's free toss was the best the 
�·eachers could marshal and the 
un sounded with a final cc.unt of 
lstern 40, Concordi� 31!. 
;outhern Wins First 
IAC Championship 
. ::mTHERN OF Carbondale won 
their firs" II!\C basketball cham� 
1ionship la.st Thursday night when 
. l,Stern beat :CeKalb, removing the 
Yortherners from the race. 
· 
Southern left no doubt as to their 
, 1periority when they beat Nortll ­
:·n 61-31, Friday !;light, 
Macomb beat Normals' Redbirds 
:1e sarp.e evening to take second 
:!ace in the conference. '!'Pe East� 
�1.-ri.Normal game tl'}is Friday night 
�·ill complete tne conference play 
'or the year, E!l.Stern, having beat:. 
m Normal once this year, should be 
favored, but if Normal wins they 
A-iU share their cellar position with 
;he Pan"her�. Conference standing,s 
follo w :  
[earn- won Lost 
�, arbondale .... , ........ , .. ..... . 7 l 
v�tacomb ... , ...... .,., ..... , .... ,, . .  5 3 
)eKalb .. ................. , .......... 4 4 
Jharleston ......... ............ .. .  2 5 
toiormal .... ...... . .............. ..... 1 6 
On the EA STE RN 
PORTS 
F R O N T Wednesday, February 27, 1946 
Pa nthers Trim Huskies, 53-50; 
Give l lAC Crown to Southern 
EASTERN'S PANTHERS showed 
speed, and accuracy at the basket 
on the home floor last Thursday 
night, beating Northern's Huskies 
53-50, to inadvertently give Carbon­
dale the conference championship. 
Andy Sullivan, Jim Sullivan, John 
Lewis, and Jack Miller hit four suc­
cessive baskets as the game open­
ed to give the Panthers an 8-0 ad­
vantage. Nor thern spent the rest 
of the evening trying to mal;:e up 
this · deficit. DeKalb started the 
�;ame playing cautious basketball · 
and set up plays the first five times 
down the floor. Poor shooting by 
the Huskies cost heavily in the 
first half as they failed to score 
time after time while in close. 
While Northern was wanting for 
points Jim Sullivan's fine eye for 
the ba.sket was keeping Ea.stem's 
fast moving fiv'e from five to 10 
points out In front. Big Jim scored 
17 p �ints in the first half and made 
I� an even 20 before fouling out in 
the second half. 
Bob Kissack, entering the game 
at the start of the second half, took 
;•p Sullivan's scoring habits and hit 
three straight bucke •s as the half 
opened. Northern could get with­
in only five PQints of the Panthers 
in the firs t half, but after Jim Sul� 
livan and Lewis fouled out in tne 
seccnd frame, Eastern's eight point 
half-time lead was due for a cutting . 
With only two minutes left in the 
game, Dryden hit for DeKalb and 
brought the score to 49-48. ::!tites 
aJ;J.d Andy Sull!van hit free throws, 
but DeKalb's Mosher scored from 
way out tci qring the score to 51-50 
for Eas�ern. The Pantners stalled 
with a little more than a minute 
left. Kastrinos foule-ct Andy Sulli-
van and electing to take the ball out 
of bounds, the Panthexs got the 
ball to Miller who scored from right 
under. Northern took the ball down 
and missed their · last chance to 
score and their last chance for vic­
tory. 
The Panthers !coked good 
throughout the game and played a 
fast steady game of ball all evening. 
The Huskies' ability at the free 
throw lane was greatly responsible 
for keeping them in the game, as 
they hit 18 of 24 free shots. 
Sullivan led the game's scorers 
with his 20 points. Bogan was high 
scorer >Of the Huskies with 16 points. 
Swan and Kastrinos joined Lewis 
and Big Jim on the bench via the 
five foul route. 
The box score : 
EASTERN (53) FG. 
A. Sullivan, f . ............ Z 
J. Sullivan, f . .............. 8 
Iv.liller, c . ...................... 3 
Kissack, c. .. ................ 4 
Lewis , g . ......... ...... ....... 2 
Stites, g . ........ .............. 1 
Hudson, g, ................. .1 
Totals ............ . ....... 21 
DeKALB (50) FG. 
Woods, f . . ..................... 6 
Kastrlnos, f. .............. 0 
Fuller, f. ................. .. ... 0 
Swan, c . ....... . ............. ... 1 
Dryden, g . .................. 1 
Bogan, g . .............. ........ 6 
Reiken, g . ...... .............. 1 
Mosher, g . .................. 1 
Fl'. PF. 
3 2 
4 5 
1 3 
0 3 
1 5 
1 2 
1 0 
1 1  20 
FI'. PF. 
3 3 
0 5 
o . 2 
7 5 
2 2 
4 4 
2 0 
0 2 
Totals ... . ................ 16 18 18 
Score at half-Eastern 29, DeKalb 
21. 
Officials : Ronald Gibbs and John 
Te':lcher. 
l-IOME SEASON ENDS TON/GI-IT 
TONIGHT WILL be the last chance 
for Eastern basketball fans to see 
the Blue and Grey in !llction as they 
cl0se their home season in a return 
engag-ement with Illinois Wesleyan 
at 7 : 30 at the Health-Ed Gym. Pim 
Goff's aggregation outscored the 
Titans at Bloomington in an over­
time tilo, 5 1 -47, some two weeks ago 
and the locals stand a good chance 
of repeating this performance this 
evening. 
Wesleyan's offensive hinges on 
Hank Bennett, six foot, five inch 
center, but Easte1n can counter this 
he!�ht wfth Jack M!ller and Jim 
Sull!van under the basket. Start­
ing for the Panthers will probably 
be the Sullivan brothers, Jim and 
Andy at forwards, Jack Miller at 
center with Neal Hudson and John­
ny Lewis at the guards. 
Goff I ssues Track 
Cal l  for Tomorrow 
MORE A:CTIVITY was added to the 
schedule for the Health Ed build­
ing a.s Coach Pim Goff announced 
the first call for all men interested 
in track and field events for the 
spring schedule. A meeting will be 
held tomorrow morning at 9 a. m. 
in the gym for all candidates. 
Prospects indicate several letter­
men will be back, he aded by Lyle 
Knott, jWlior chem major, who has 
been state college dash champ for 
the past two years. 
Johnny Lewis and Jim Sullivan, 
who lettered in the pole vault and 
high jump respectively in 1942, 
Chuck Akes, distance man; and 
Wayne Parke in the weights, are 
also among the returnees. 
Leading freshmen candidates will 
include LeeRoy LaRose, champion 
weight man of the U. S. Army CBI 
theatre ; and Dick Spillers, crack 
Hoosier quarter miler. Fred Ghert, 
junior transfer from Normal, ls also 
an outstanding man in the javelin, 
so prospects seem bright for an un­
usually belanced track squad. 
Goff hopes to find several addi­
t.lonal men to compete in each event 
and is especially interested In 220 
men and hurdlers at the present 
time. 
Undefeated Greeks 
l-lold 1-M Lead 
THE TRAILORS eked out a 30-29 
victory ov'er Huttons last week, 
taking over fourth place in the in­
tramural league. Other than this 
there was little change In the or­
der in which teams stood. Mattoon 
boys came through for a victory to 
take them off the bottom, and the 
Taylor House tucked two wins Wl­
der their belt to hold third place. 
Phi Sigs and Sig Taus are still 
undefeated, though not for long. 
These two teams meet this
. 
week. No 
seats reserved. 
There are nine more games to 
play in the Round Robin, which will 
probably carry over into next term. 
The teams stand now as follows : 
Team- Won Lost Pct. 
Phi Sigs .... ................ 4 O 1.000 
Sig Taus .................. 4 o 1.000 
Taylor House .... . .. ...  5 1 .833 
Trailor Camp .......... 2 2 .500 
Huttons ...... ........ . . .... 2 3 .400 
Bowlin Boys ............ 1 3 .250 
Mattoon ......... . .......... 1 5 .166 
Charleston Vets .... 0 5 .000 
Repeat Ea rl ier 
Season Performa nce 
IN A repeat performance of an 
early season victory, the Eastern 
Panthers turned back the Big Blue 
ot Millikin Monday night in the 
college gym by a 55-50 count. East­
ern's vici;ory came at the free throw 
line where she made 17 one point­
ers compared to Millikin's 12. The 
two teams were matched in field 
goals with 19 apiece. 
Things lcoked easy for Pim Goff's 
boys as they moved to a 10-1 lead 
in the early stages of the set-to, 
but the Decatur outfit pared this 
down and took its only lead of the 
game when Ed Dahin's lay-up shot 
gave them an 18-16 advantage with 
12% minutes gone. 
The local la<is then began hit­
ting from close in and had piled up 
a 32-23 lead by halftime. 
· 
After a slow beginning following 
the intermission, M!llikin threaten­
ed with seven minutes of playing 
time remaining when they were on 
the short end of a 44-42 count. Fol­
lowing Andy Sullivan's left-hander, 
Jack Miller potted two quick field­
ers to move Eastern to a 50-45 ad­
vantage with 2'h minutes remain­
ing. 
Three free throws by Dick Lehr 
iced things up for the Panthers as 
they went on to win 55-50. 
Millikin's Ed Dahm led all scorers 
with 16 points while Jack Miller's 
14 was high for Eastern. He wia.s 
followed by Jim and Andy .Sullivan 
who had 12 and 11 respectively. 
The box score : 
EASTERN (55) FG. FT. PF. 
A. Sullivan, f. ............ 5 2 3 
J. Sullivan, f: .............. 4 3 2 
·Lehr, f. ... ..................... 0 3 0 
Kksack, f. .................. 2 l o 
Wagner, f. ........ .......... 0 O 0 
Miller, c. .. .................... 5 4 3 
Hayton, c . .................... 0 O 0 
Pemberton, c. ..  .......... 0 O 0 
·Lewis, g . .................... 0 1 4 
Stites, g . ...................... 0 O O 
Clark, g. .. .................... 2 O O 
Hudson, g. . ................. 1 3 4 
Heath, g . .... ....... ........... 0 o O 
Totals .......... ............ 19 17 18 
MILLIKIN (50) FG. FI'. PF. 
Dahin, f. .................... .. 7 2 2 
Day, f. .......................... 1 0 0 
Kaminski, f. .............. 0 o o 
Althoff, f. ................... .  2 3 5 
Votrain, f. ................. . 1 O 1 
Frahm, c. . ................... 0 2 5 
Willi.ams, c. .. .............. 0 O 0 
P'itcher, c . ................ .... 2 1 3 
Kiel, g . ................... ....... 3 3 3 
Burdick, g . .................. 0 l 1 
Hills, g . .. .... . ............. .... 0 0 0 
Boyd, g . . ....................... 3 0 4 
Totals ...... ...... . .. .. ...  19 12 24 
Hoop Squad Travels  to Normal  Friday 
THE EASTERN Panthers close their 
current basketball schedule Fri­
day night .when they engage the 
Normal Red Birds on the latter's 
court. E::istern holds a 53-46 decis­
ion over Joe Cogdal's quintet, but a 
new semester has given Normal 
some added strength including Nor­
ris Hulvey, who was instrumental 
in helping the Birds upset DeKalb 
48-46. 
That loss, plus Eastern's win over 
the Huskies helped knock DeKalb 
out of any share of the IIAG title. 
The Charleston five must win this 
game in order to avoid a tie with 
Normal for the conference cellar­
ship. A win would give Eastern. a 
won three, lost five record for their 
conference play. 
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Duff and Co. Take a Powder Lower Goes . .  
Higher and Higher 
By Jeanne Lower 
FINAL EXAM week is showing its 
homely fa{e around the lively 
campus of E�stern again and at SU;)h 
a crucial tirr.e as this, one might 
even .see a s,udent carrying a book. 
But m . st students don't even realize 
that exams are rolling around until 
tho WH!k before they begin to roll. 
"The art of studying the wriJ;cn 
word" as one of my ins.ructors on;:;e 
said. to me, "is simple". If you 
know you are to have an exam in 
the near future you should have 
ycur plan of study simmering in 
the back of your head for some 
time before the actual studying. 
Usually by the night before the 
exams I have quite a few things 
simmering and something, no doubt, 
is burning. 
Led by Kay Duff, Ralph \Widener, Jack Muthersbaugh, and Jaicque Morford 
scram during 'Hay /Fever' rehearsal. Glen Hesler and Jim Hawkins list.en 
to Margaret Tobias on right. 
Take the student Joe Blank who 
has read "How To Waste Time and 
Influence Feople" three times and 
is thinking of writing his own boolt 
"The Bobbsey Twins At Eastern". 
Joe got up one morning two weeks 
before term end enjoying life and 
happy that it was F:riday because he · 
was president of the "Thank God 
It's Friday Club" and he loved fame. 
He went to his first cLa.ss, Psychol­
ogy of Psychotogy, 234, where he 
was informed that he was flunking 
and could only pass if he did three 
extra book reports and wrote an 
"A" test. Then he went to his sec­
ond class, The Atom Family 133, 
and learned that he had an "F" 
that could only be made a "D" if he 
did a twenty page research paper 
and wrote a "B" test. He went to 
his third class, passed out as he 
entered the room and lay prone in 
front of the instructor's desk 
throughout the hour having happy 
dreams of his old age in Connecti­
cut. 
. . . 
· 
· f'&1t:TJ.t.-i®l�l:1����'*1��1t1�=�:�:]�����:1:�l*i?�t�:m�w�mi:�:�:�m�l��1w�f��t:�*1=Jw:��t$l:�w�;��:mw�:1@1*1�:itj�:K:.�=��=1�t1��:rt��:l:��=l:1@rww1fs�;�:l��=�w� 
Thorns, Orchids and Isms . by ha/mar 
. "THINGS HAPPEN like people say" 
-and one of those things hap­
pened last Saturday when, after ap­
propriating 'most of our week-end 
to two hours of outside study for 
each · class, we wandered downstairs 
for the proverbial cup of coffee to 
find Shadrack, the mouse who re­
sides in our kitchen cupboard, bus­
ily engaged in. shining his shoes to 
a high polish. 
"And where· do you go, little 
mouse?" we asked with · a fatherly 
· sneer at such industrious activity on 
the part bf sucll a lowly creature. 
"To the Washington Ball, to be 
sure," he replied in his typical Irish 
manner, and so .we enquired : 
"With whom?" 
' ' "With )!!queaky," he replied, us­
ing his own pet name for Etheldra, 
who still wears the black of mow·n­
ing, and who occupies. the cup-
. boards· of the late and lamented 
·' ESquire. . 
· . 
· Not · having acbieved much popu-
" ·1arity . becat.ise of our conscientious 
··burning Of the midnight Oil, We had 
not ourselves received an invitation 
. to this gathering of E'astern's eliLe; 
·and . indeed, we would not have been 
able to attend, being a full five 
hours behind in our work - so we 
'· 'a.S)t.ed · Shadrack if he would be so 
.. kind -aS to keep his candid obserV'a­
"iioriS ·in mind long enough to report 
'' tnem to tis; He acquiesced, with the 
· stipulation of a larger weekly cheese 
· ration, and this is · Shadrack's re­
port of the Washington Ball. 
· "Well," said Shadrack, as he sat 
before the mirror, · combing his 
whiskers, "I went by for l::queaky 
· -ii.round 9 :00 and we took a cab and 
arrived at Pem Hall in style. Ar­
riving just as Arlene Swearingen 
· and Verne Ingrum fought their way 
through the reception line. The line 
·started with the name Ingrum, half­
way' -through, it was changed to 
Graham and finally emerged as In­
grown . . . A similar case was that of 
Cleora Creviston. Her name chang-
. ed from Crevistone to C'Stone, and 
last to Cistern." At this, Shadrack 
gave a deep throated titt.er. 
· .. He continued by saying that ev-
. eryone was dancing and that he 
noticed Marguerite Rhodes had en 
-a snazzy looking pair . of gold eve­
ning slippers. The evening wore on 
� and Carolyn Shores and some hand­
some individual flitted around from 
room to room." 
He stated that "the Phi Sigs were 
certainly having old home week as 
they arrived in bunches and lefc in 
the same manner." 
.( 
"Marion Hycz made herself con-
TRY IT . . . .  
YO U'LL L I K E  IT 
GREEN'S · 
H OME  MADE  
ICE CREAM 
Just 4 Doors South of the 
'.1l' 
Square on Sixth St. 
spicuous by requesting rhumbas of 
the band, and Marilyn Nonneman 
was escorted by a young man wear­
ing a Tux. 
"And so Squeaky and I tripped 
the light fantastic too. By this 
time we had the floor to ourselves 
as it was 12:25 and everyone was 
saying goodnite." 
In conclusion, Shadrack said that 
"after seeing 'The Lost Weekend', 
the Washington Ball was a great 
success-but definitely." 
The Phi Sigs should have a chap­
ter in their history entitled "The 
.Saga of the Bath Tub"-with per­
haps a paragraph entitled "Why 
Shoe Leather Burns" by Charles 
Royal Barth. 
Question of the week: 
Kilroy was there but where was 
Epler? 
Clevah ! 
We have been thinking of put­
ting out a little brochure entitled 
"Know Your Faculty," but darned 
if we know 'em ourselves. 
The things you write on Sunday 
Are seldom· funny on Monday . 
And so it goes-
Millie Allen is back after a long 
absence . . . Akes buys peanuts for 
everyone . . . Beck wears a smile 
on his face again . . . Kenny Heai.h 
departs for Mattoon . . .  the Walt 
Disney pictures are taken down 
from the exhibit . . .  Sandra thinks 
of "one dozen roses" . . . Middles­
worth stops writing that term pa­
per long enough to "guzzle" a coke 
. . . Ariel dashes madly down tile 
hall . . .  and we're simply dying for 
a coke too. See you later. 
. . .  HA!LMAR. 
The next Tuesday, as soon as he 
was well, Joe went to the library, 
checked out 32 books and began to 
read. He read for 30 minutes, turn­
ed them all back in and went up­
town for a glass of milk. 
Joe went home the next week-end 
because his old high school was 
playing an important basketball 
game with their long-time riV'a1, 
Burnt Grass Community high school, 
where he lost track of the days due 
to a victory over Burnt Grass and 
thought it w.as Sunday when it was 
Monday. So he didn't return until 
'Iue.::day mcrning at 8 : 30 . 
Tuesday evening at about 10 
o'clock Joe began in earnest to study 
for exams the following day. In 
fac; he was so in earnest that he 
fell a.sleep and didn't awake until 
t.he next noon. 
Joe really did very well on his 
exams. So well that the adminis-
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE 
FOR QUALITY 
A good hair cut Just doesn't hap­
pen-it Is the result of long ex­
perience and careful attention. 
You can get that kind of service 
at the 
LEE'S BARB ER SHOP 
Southwest Corner of Square 
THE LITTLE CAMPUS 
DROP I N  FOR COKE A N D' SMO K E  
WALT WARMOTH, Prop. 
F romme l  H a rdware 
D U  PO NT'S PAI NTS - HO U S EWAR ES 
L EATHER GOO DS - SPORT I NG GOODS 
COO K I NG UTENSI LS - TOO LS 
Gift Items 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 49'Z 
What !  
No 
Piano? 
By Jeanne Lower 
"EVERYBODY KNEW But Me" and 
"Let It Snow" Is the new disc re­
lease from Woody Herman for Co­
lu1Lbia. "EVerybody" is Irving Ber-
1:n's latest and is on the receiving 
end of the melodic and always in­
teresting treatment that Ralph 
Burns' arranging genious lends to 
ballads. Woody delivers vocally on 
this side with Sonny Berman lend­
ing some trumpet work that is worth 
listening to. The reverse "Snow" Is 
a rather corny opus for the herd 
but they bounce through it with lit­
tle trouble, and less attention. Her­
man also sings this side through 
and there is a trombone solo of 
sorts by Bill Harris. 
Duke Ellington's two new tunes 
"The wonder Of You" and "I'm 
Just a Lucky So-And-So" haV'e been 
recorded by the Duke recently for 
Victor. The good side, and inci­
dently the B side, is "Lucky So-And­
So'', with Al Hibbler delivering a 
wonderful vocal. Backgrounds are 
fine here, though uninteresting on 
"Wonder of You" which Joya Sher­
rill sings. 
"Give Me The Simple Life" and 
"I Wish · I Could Tell You" is a 
new Columbia disc by Benny Good­
man. Benny is in good form 
throughout. Liza Morrow takes voc­
als, and aside from a tenor sold it's 
all Liza and Benny. 
The Red Norvo Sextet recorded 
tration is only letting him carry 
three subjects, which only goes to 
prove that you can get out of a lot 
of work by merely not doing it. 
Lubrication 
Tire Repai r  
C a r  Wash ing 
Battery Charge 
Greasi ng 
N E W E L L ' S  
SE RVI C E  STATION 
South Side of Lincoln Street 
AT TENTH 
"I surrender Dear" and 
C _ me Eleven" for· a 12" K 
platter. Teddy Wilson, Slam 
art, Remo Palmieri, Aaron 
and Eddie Dell, the personrn 
among the greatest names ii 
tempory hot music. This I 
will undoubtedly rank with tb 
when the year is over. 
Artie Shaw and his Gm 
Five have recorded Shaw's o 
that Victor has promised 
lease at intervals-"Hop, Ski 
Jump" and "Mysterioso". I 
clarinet and Barney Kes.sell's 
are featured, with Dodo Man 
on the piano. 
Johnny Desmond makes his 
after his GI term with Glem 
er's AAF band with "Don't Y< 
member Me" and "In The El 
My Irish Colleen" on Victi 
shows nice voice and stylE 
could have been much bette: 
a cleverer arranger and a dtl 
For quality jewelry - see 
Coon, The Dependable JeweD 
Sixth street. 
New 
Naturalize 
Closed Arch 
Open Toe and Heel 
Featured in Smoot! 
Town Brown Calf 
$6.95 
E �OWN bil' SHOE ST 
North Side of Squari 
Charleston, Ill. 
YOU CAN'T BEAT EI for a Full 
College Life . • • .  
YOU CAN'T BEAT US for Quality 
Lumber at an Economical Price. 
Andrews Lumber & Mill C• 
PHONE 85 6TH & RAILROJ 
WOLFF DRUG� 
Back f  onte to Sta 
Good Food 
Quality Drugs 
Open Sundays 
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I Warbler Photography Done; 
y Delivery Seems Certai n 
; H ow's the O l d  � 
· Toma to, Doc? ill J IF A certain can of tomato i preserves could talk, it HAVE high hopes of seeing 
Warbler before June," states 
Day, the editor. "All the 
for the hook have now been 
to the engravers, and accord­
Mr. Owen Marsh of the Pon-�graving Company, we have 
ur pictures in early enou6h 
e stand a good chance of 
the Warbler published before 
end of school, provided nothing 
cted occurs." 
e final pictures were taken last 
by Mary and Emil Moore, and '.Roberts, when it was found the 
·es of some organizations had 
' taken over, since they did not 
11 out the first time. "The Warb­
staff would like to express liS 
preciation," stated Mis.s Day, "for tie cooperation 01 the faculty 
htudents In trying t-0 get all the 
es taken In order to mt>et the 
idline." 
os, of the copy for the book 
1 be written within the next few 
ks," added Miss Day. "Presi-
1t.s of organizations have already 
asked to be thinking about 
at they would like to have writ-
for their organization. They will 
asked for this Information this 
,k, so that the copy can be ready 
an early deadline set by Mr. 
Bor L. Smith of the printing com-
1y. 
'he theme of the 1946 Warbler is 
1r Gift of Friends". Although the 
lk will have the same number of 
:es as the 1945 edition, many 
re pictures have been taken, ac­
ding to Mr. Fred Ryan, the pho­
raph·er. The staff hopes that the 
ik will have enough more pictures 
It to make up for the size, since 
registration of the fall quarter 
. not wararnt an increase in 
:es.. this year the faculty will 
ie informal group pictures, as 
o the freshman and sophomore 
sses. Both juniors and seniors 
I have individual pictures. 
�baters Jou rney to 
diana Tou rney 
r FRIDAY mornmg, March 1, the 
!:astern debaters will journey to 
rre Haute to participate In a tour­
ment at Indiana State Teachers 
lege. They plan to leave Char­
ton at 8 o'clock Friday morning, 
�iving at Indiana State in time 
· the morning schedule which will 
trt at 9 : 30. 
Dr. Glenn Ross and Dr. Will1am 
ood will accompany the group 
ilch will consist of : Charles 
eaver, Charles Tedford, Marjorie 
1fft, Gwen Clark, Betty Allan 
:esham, Betty McDaniel, Mar­
.erlte Rhodes, Louis Schneider, 
·esi;on Shryock and Marianne lwer. Miss Bower is also plan­
ng to enter in• original oratory. 
The group will return to Char­
;ton on Saturday afternoo.n 
te lta Sig Pledges 
ubl ish Di rectory 
MIMEOGRAPHED College Di­
rectory for the Winter Quarter 
145-46 has ·been published by the 
.edges of Delta Sigma Epsilon Sor­
ity. It contains the names, ad­
�esses, and telephone numbers of 
1e students, faculty, and institu­
onal offices. The Directory was 
lid at 15c per copy from Wednes­
ay, January 20 to Friday, January 
l. Marilyn Bagby, pledge captain, 
·as in general charge. The cover 
·as designed by Louise Schneider. 
in CHARLESTO N only 
BY R D S  
,Ory Cleaners 
can give you 
Your Woolen Garments in­
sured against moths 
for six months. 
PHONE 1 1 1  TODAY 
2500 S. Fourth 
Leland Dairy Bldg. 
"We Make the Dirt Fly" 
Sweet Song 
Luella Day 
. . . hears birdies 
Pem Hal l Notes 
By Carolyn Shores 
FOR A long time, Mr. Guinagh, 
("Cagey") , has been "wondering 
what constitutes one of "Mrs. Cot­
ter's Saturday Nig·hts". Now he 
knows, for he was among those pres­
ent on that famous Saturday night 
of the Washington Ball. 
· It follows close1" the Cinderella 
story--
The fairy god-mother dragged out 
the curlers and pancake make up 
and transformed all her little darl­
ings from insignificant little no­
bodies into beautiful somebodies. 
The gallant Prince Charmings, <or 
is it Princes Charming?) had the 
tables turned on them, becaus·e it 
was up to them to beg, borrow, or 
steal the pumpkin coach of their 
fathers, or god-fathers, so that 
they could come to the hall. On 
the stroke of nine, the carriages 
arrived, the gallant P. C.'s gallant­
ly strode up the walk, strode in the 
door, and called for their ladies. 
Then, down the stairway strode­
oops, pardon,-floated the Cinder­
ellas no longer attired in ragged 
sweaters and skirts, but in Jong, 
fluffy, lovely gowns, and their hair 
was combed! 
The orchestra, whioch was full of 
more than music, swung out and so 
did all the lads and lasses. Music, 
people, punch, gardenias filled the 
air. What a rat race ! 
But when the clock struck twelve, 
all and sundry vanished, because at 
· might well spin a tole to rival 
the epic of Homer . . . f In September of 1944, the Glenn H. Seymours sent a can 
of Mrs. Seymour's homemade 
tomato preserves as a Christ­
mas gift to Captain Eugene 
Waffle, now back In Eastern's 
English department, but then 
serving in Uncle Sam's army 
in the South Pacific. 
Just the other day, after a 
year and a half of trying to 
catch up with Captain Waffle, 
the package was returned, 
battered and water-soaked, to 
the home of Dr. Seymour. Of 
the address , only the name 
was discernible. The APO 
wa.s entirely obliterated, ac­
counting for the failure of the 
package to reach its destina­
tion. Water had even wash­
ed off mcst of the return ad-
dre.ss. The letters, "-our, 
-ourth Street," were the only 
clues as to the sender. Eve n  
"Charleston , Illinois," appear­
ed faint. 
There's no way, of course, � 
to trace the route of the wan­
dering gift. The chances are 
it lingered for some time in 
a warehouse. The fact that it 
was finally returned, after 1B 
months, is certainly testimony 
to the efficiency of our post- cl 
al service. 4 
. . .  The tomato preserves ? 
They're doing very well, thank j 
you. Dr. Waffle is now en­
joying his 1944 Christmas gift m. 
and confides, "The preserves � 
are just as good as when Mrs. 
Seymour made them ! "  % 
Col lege Contri butes to 
Vic tory Cl othi ng D rive 
THE VICTORY clothing drive, 
sponsored by the Charleston Civ­
ics Council, American Legion and 
Auxiliary, the Charleston Women's 
Club, churches and other organiza­
tions, collected two car loads of ma­
terial at Eastern to add to the local 
total. 
A total of 71 boxes of clothing 
weighing 3,294 pounds and 18 gunny 
sacks full of shoes weighing 510 
pounds were gathered. The contri­
butions were packed by the Ameri­
can Legion men and sent to Minne­
apolis_ where they were to be bailed 
and sent overseas. 
twelv'e-thirty riches were destined 
to turn to rags, and besides, the lit­
tle gals didn't want to be campused. 
Had one glanced into the scene 
of the crime a half hour later-an 
amazing picture would have greet­
ed the eye-Here were a bunch of 
busy little bees, now attired in rags, 
or jeans as the case may •be, clean­
ing up the joint. 
Footnote-Every dog had its day. 
And so to bed--. 
For Wholesome Foods 
and School Supplies 
S E E  
Lincoln Avenue Grocery 
W. E. Gossett 
HALF B LOCK EAST O F  CAMPUS 
W e  extend an invitati<.11 to all 
Eastern students to take ad-
vantage of the services ren-
dered by this institution. 
CHARLESTON NATION.AL BANK 
Stover Writes on Methods 
DR. ERNEST L . .!;tover, head of the 
Department of Botany at Eastern 
has recently published, in conjunc­
tion with William M. Gilbert of the 
University of Illinois, a comprehen­
sive study of the "Objective Results 
of the Different Teachings Methods 
in General Botany." The article ap­
peared in the December, 1945· issue 
of Educational Administration and 
Supervision. 
Th� article presents the objec­
tive results of an experiment car­
ried out at the University of Illinois 
during 1943-44, when Th·. Stover was 
a visiting professor, in which the 
relative values of three types of 
teaching were measured in terms of 
student achievement. 
These three methcds of teaching 
beginning colleg·e botany consisted 
of labora�ory- discussion ty:i:e, lec­
ture-laboratory type, and lecture­
demonstration type . Additional data 
were supplied when a comparison 
was made between these three uni­
versity groups and a group here at 
Eastern of botany students taught 
by the laboratory-dsicussion meth­
od. The data obtained pointed to 
the following c::mclusions : The Uni­
versity and Teachers College groups 
taught entirely by the laboratory­
discussion me ohod were able to do 
better on comprehensive examina­
tions than the University · groups 
having lectures. The students with­
out the lal>:ra tory work were not 
able to do as well as the two groups 
with laboratory work. The question 
of the validity of giving only half as 
much credit for laboratory time as 
·is given for lecture was then rais­
ed. 
Dr. Stover pointed out, "These 
data are a vindkation of this be­
lief of experienced science teachers 
that beginning students obtain 
more information from their labor­
atory work than from lectures." 
TC Students 1-/o/d 
Speech Tourney 
STUDENTS OF TC High school 
were hosts to an eight school in· 
vitational speech tourney on cam­
pus, Saturday, February 16. Du­
Quoin Community High school of 
near Carbondale, compiled 310 
points to take home the loving cup 
awarded to the winner. 
Ranking second was Granite City 
High school from near St. Louis, 
while Calumet City placed third. 
Calumet is a Chicago suburb. TC 
placed fourth, with Paris, Gasey, 
Oblcng and Newton trailing. 
In the finals, Pete Eckert of TC 
won first in Extempore speaking, 
while Betty Nixon and Joan Burk­
ard ranked third for the locals in 
Oratorical 'Declamation and Serious 
Reading, respectively. Jahala Foote 
.and Nancy Dede finished the Viking 
.s;:oring wich fourths in Oratory and 
Comedy. 
Co11ege students judged the morn­
ing prelirn!nary rounds, with col­
lege faculty members serving as 
final judges. 
Saturday, Maren 9, T. c. will be 
host to the Dis trict Speech Con­
test. 
P O R T R A I T S 
Make Welcome 
Gifts 
RYAN'S for GOO D 
P H OTOG RAP H S  
Phone 598 South Side Square 
WILL ROGERS ---- -
WE D., T H U RS., F R I ., SAT.-
F E B .  27-28, MARC H 1 -2 
Forty-Eight Explosive Hours! 
Ginger ROG E RS - Lana TU RN ER 
Wa lter P I DG EO N  - Va n J O H NSO N 
WEEK-END 
At The W ALDQRF 
w i th 
Edward ARNOLD - Xavier C UGAT 
a nd H is O rc hestra 
S U N DAY-MO N DAY- MARC H 3-4 
Romancing His Vlay 
t:iru France with the 
Army of Occupation! 
----------------------- Here's Your 'Victory' NEWS --------------Wednesday, February_ 27; Page Ei2ht 
Tea for Two, and 200 for Tea 
Portion of crowd at Phi Sig Tea Dance last. Wednesday afternoon 
Danvi l le Consistory Players 
Present l-listorical Drama 
MEMBERS OF the Danville Con-
sistory Players presented a color­
ful historic pageant la.st Friday 
night In the Health-Ed auditorium 
before an aud1·enoe oi over 2,000 
people. 
Entitled "The Making of The 
Constitution," the drama is one 
which the group, composed of Dan­
ville's leading business men, have 
presented over 25 time.s in the past 
ten years. All cost of the produc­
tion is born by the group, and no 
admission is charged. 
About 35 members of the Danville 
Oonsistory, Masonic Lodge, present­
ed thi.s outline of the historic meet­
ing of the Constitutional Conven­
tion in Philadelphia in 1787. They 
gave the highlights of the 81-day 
conference, presenting selected ora­
tions by various delegates, among 
them those of James Wilson, Ben­
jamin Franklin, JJ.mes Madi.son ,  
William Paterson and Alexander 
Hamilton. Also the fine leadership 
of George Washington was repeat­
edly demonstrated by the handling 
of complicated, explosive parliamen­
tary conditions in such a manner 
as to compose the situation and 
bridge over the crisis which time 
and again threatened to break up 
the meeting entirely. 
It was a fine depiction of the di­
vergent theories and ideas of the 
continental statesmen, with their 
often flaring tempers and bitter at­
titudes which resulted in threatened 
physical combats or mass bolting 
from the convention itself. Through 
it all the level headed, broad-mind­
ed counsel of Benjamin Franklin 
was shown, which finally led to rea­
sonable compromise and remarkable 
success from their discussions and 
deliberations. 
The presentation was such as _
to 
give all present a deeper apprecia­
tion of the problems and difficul­
ties faced by the founders of the 
United States and the fundamental 
strength of the final product of 
the sessions. The men all showed 
marked abilities in their roles, and 
the excellent costuming and setting, 
true In the la.st detail to time rep­
resented added greatly to the im­
pressivei'.iess of the characteriza­
tions. 
At the close of the play a mem­
ber of the local committee voiced 
the appreciation of the co�unity 
for the strongly patriotic, education-. 
al presentation which had been 
made by these Danville men com­
pletely at their own expense purely 
Welcome Students 
BOLEY'S 
ICE CREAM 
STORE 
Package Ice Cream 
Sandwiches 
Banana Splits 
Nut Sundaes 
Milk Shakes 
FOR QUALITY TRY 
BOLEY'S 
Phone 496 · 611 Seventh 
as a service to the people, and 
thanks to the college authorities 
who had provided such fine facili­
'des for the evening. He presented 
Dr. G. Haven Stephens, secretary of 
the Consistory and directing head 
of the pageant, and A lfred A. John­
son, Commander-in-Chief of the 
Consistory, who expressed apprecia­
tion of the cooperation which they 
had received here and of the fine 
reception given them by the audi­
ence. 
Elephant's 
Child . . . 
By Marge Tefft 
QUESTION: WHY do you think 
Eastern shou!d have a cafeteria? 
Hal Hubbard: I do, because the ca­
pacity of other facilities near the 
campus are not adequate. You 
don't have time to go down town 
and get back again in one noon 
hour. 
Marilyn Johnson: Because I'm hun­
gry. 
Helen Hall: I wouldn't have to eat 
my own cooking, which wou!d be 
something. · 
Hershel Wagoner: Doesn ' t  make any 
difference, I'm always broke any­
way. 
Jack Mercer: No need of it-might 
give the Phi Sigs too much com­
peti;ion. Ha ! 
Libby Harrington: We should have 
one .because of the horrible Pem 
Hall food. 
Juanita Williams: I get tired of 
beans. 
Trait Freeland : If Eastern wants to 
retain the reputation .she thinks 
she has she'd better get one ! 
Frank Day: A cafeteria would save 
time, money and sho·e-leather. 
Leo Goleman : From where I stand 
town is much too far away. 
Wendell L!Lthrop : A cheap well bal­
anced meal has always been a 
Montgomery Cleaners 
Free Delivery 
Phone 68 741 Sixth St. 
Pe rsonasketc h 
Of the Week 
SEATED IN the Lounge be was 
last Monday, engaged at the 
ever popular indoor sport of 
trumping his partner's aice. His 
green, whhe and red plaid shirt 
gleamed like a traffic light. Above 
it rested a square knit face with 
a twinkly pair of eyes setting it 
off. His brown wavy hair caught 
the reflection of the first peeks of 
sunlight on a gloomy morning. 
A3 the bell for 1 1  : 50 broke up 
the game, we noticed as he arose 
tha" the coppery rivet.s in the 
seams of his jeans glowed a gold­
en hue. JUS'.; then one of the 
fellows on the team warned our 
subject that said player wanted 
a clean pair of sox for Monday 
night's game. Our hero retaliat­
ed with the info that "I'm not 
washing too many sox nowa­
days ! "  
I f  this Ea.s•ern Joe will call at 
the News office, he will receive a 
pair of ducat.s good for any per­
formance at the Will Rog·ers. 
Last week's dandy andy, Di·ck 
Lehr, called for hi.s pair and used 
them to good advantage. 
Prexy Elected to Board 
PRESII::ENT R. G. Buzzard was 
ek�cted a memter of. the import­
ant Executive Committee of the 
American Association of Teachers 
CoUeges at it.s annual meeting held 
in Cleveland, Ohio February 22-24. 
A new member is chosen each year 
fer a four-year term. 
Che.sen as president for the com­
ing year W•as President Paul V. 
Sangren of Western Michigan Col­
lege of Education, Kalamazoo . . The new vice-president i.s President 
Wm . H. Vaughan of the Morehead, 
Kentucky State Teachers CoHege. 
crying need for the students of 
Eastern. A cafeteria would· pro­
vid·e this rervlce especially at 
lunch time. Increasing enroll­
ment means we must have one 
now! 
Cardyn Hill: It would save time for 
everyone. 
Nancy White :  It's a good idea so 
tha t  people wouldn't have to go 
clear uptown to eat. 
Levi Lathrop: Well, I think it's a 
geed idea because it would ·be con­
veni·ent for everyone concerned. 
Mildred Kraemer: A cafeteria would 
ac-:ommodate our future enroll- · 
ment. 
Lloyd Carson: It would save time 
and time ls important to the av ­
erage college .student. 
Arlc:ne Swearingen: Every school of 
this size should have a cafeteria. 
It's really a thrill to 
send or receive 
fl�W[R� 
from 
H E L M' S  
Flower Shop 
PHONE 39 
Will Rogers Bldg. 
We Telegraph Flowers 
Store Closed All Day 
Sundays 
Look over the new season's 
fashions. There are lots of 
styles that are just the 
same as last year's, aren't 
there? Now get last year's 
wardrobe out of storage and' 
look everything over. With 
a trip to Biggs' they will 
look like new. Call us to­
day. 
BIGGS 
Cleaners 
Free Delivery 
704 Jackson St. Phone 45f 
Building Condemned 
ON THE Campus at State Normal, 
a .serious situation has arisen as 
administration official.s learned over 
the week-end that their "Old Main" 
had been condemned for use as a 
class room building. Over 50 classes 
w<:r·� curren.ly being held in the 
building. 
The ban became effective Mon­
d1y and school official.s had to ar­
Lnge for cla£sroom space in church 
b asement.s and other available 
buildings. There had been no pre- · 
monition whatever that the build­
ing was unsaf.e, therefore there were 
no plans under consideration to 
hanak� the situation when state 
s:1fety cfficial.s made their an­
c Junciemen�. 
Hay Fever 
Continued from Page One 
and Simon (Hesler) ,  the children 
(age about 20) , want to have a good 
time, and the gu.�s;s, bewildered by 
the whole affair, ju.st want to get 
away. . 
The living room cf the Bliss fam­
ily ha.s been aptly reproduced by 
the n:embers of the stage crew, un­
der the management of Naida Rae 
Bush. S tage crew activities have 
forced the cast to operate frequent­
ly under adverse circumstances, 
finding themselves on.stage with 
persons who were not at all involved 
in the action, and finding their en­
trances and exit.s blocked by chairs 
and ladders arranged for the con­
venience of backstage workers. 
Nevertheless, such hazards were 
deemed "good for them" by Direc­
tor Marian Gallaway, who expressed 
her satisfacvion with the coopera­
tion she ha.s received from all who 
have aided in putting en this pro­
duction. Many student.s who do not 
belong to the Players organization 
have contributed time and effort to 
help make the play a success . 
Jewell Brent Visits 
MR. AND MRS. Jewell Brent were 
recent campus visitors while on 
their honeymoon. Mr. Brent, a 
member of the class of '43, is now 
a research chemist for the. Car­
borundum Co. of Niagara Falls, N. 
Y. According to Dr. Harris E. 
Phipps of the Chemistry depart­
ment, Brent intends to do graduate 
work at the University of Florida in 
the near future. 
M O O R E ' S  
. F O O D 
Northeast Corner Square 
Free Delivery Phone 71 
Night Ride 
Continued frum Page One 
grabbed their cut.s, shouted " 
it," and hopped back in the 
the 60 mile dash home. 
at 8 : 00, the cut.s were drop 
their places, the presses rolled, 
the feature was saved. 
Another near .. catastrophe 
aver.ed when, in Terre Haute, 
Barry Guinagh plaintively 
ced that he was hungry ! The 
hard hearted men in front l 
deaf ears-"The News must 
throt.gh ! "-and Mr.s. Guinagh 
ed her worth as a diplomat by 
vincing Barry that he wasn't 
gry after all. 
But the story didn't end th 
the papers still had to be f 
Thus, on Wednesday morning, 
ness Manager Kathie Weber 
21 stalwart guys and girls, iE, 
ing the team (abou t to deparl 
Macomb) and folded the 1200 � 
in order to deliver them after 
el. It was a tight race, but 
folders finishe d about 10 ' 
before the bell. 
P. S. There was a slight 
a.spirins submitted. It a m  
to $104.29 ! 
Dr. Smith Dies 
DR. FRED M. Smith, 57, pro 
and head of the depart� 
theory and practice of medl� 
the University of Iowa, died 
denly at his home of a hea 
tack Saturday night at 9 :30. 
Born May 31,  1888, at Ya 
he was the son Of John Alfred 
SJ.rah Ellen Smith. He a� 
Eastern, the University of <: 
and Rush Medical college 
he obtained his M D de 
1914. He did post-graduate 
in Vienna in 1927. 
I 
GET READl 
FOR SPRIN11 SCHEIOKER 
CLEANERS 
PHONE 234 
710 Lincoln · Ave. 
Charleston, Ill. 
IDEAL BA KERY 
. 
Wholesale Retail 
We Fill Your Orders Promptly 
NOIR.'NI SIDE SQUARE PHONE I� 
FOR HOME MA DE CAN DIES AN D 
TASTY L UNCH-Visit 
Corner Confectionalj 
Northeast Corner Square TELEPHONE 8 
OWL CUT RATE DRUG� 
Walgreen Agency Super Store 
Fine Foods 
Quality Drugs 
Meet Your Friends at the Owl 
You're Always Welcome 
